
Tedeschi Trucks Band To Release Layla Revisited

(Live At Lockn’), Featuring Trey Anastasio, July 16 On

Fantasy Records

Fireside Live Tour Kicks Off June 11, Full Dates Below
WATCH THE LIVE PERFORMANCE OF “WHY DOES LOVE GOT TO BE SO SAD?”:

https://found.ee/TTBWhyDoesLoveVEVO

On July 16, Fantasy Records will release Tedeschi Trucks Band’s Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN'), a

one-off live recording of the seminal Derek & The Dominos album Layla and Other Assorted Love

Songs, performed in its entirety with special guest Trey Anastasio. Recorded on August 24, 2019 at

the LOCKN' Festival in Arrington, VA, Layla Revisited captures Tedeschi Trucks Band at their

incendiary best, with Anastasio proving the perfect foil to the transcendent musical union of guitarist

Derek Trucks and guitarist/vocalist Susan Tedeschi, and frequent TTB collaborator Doyle Bramhall II,

further supporting a live experience that, in the words of Uproxx’s Steven Hyden, provides

“life-affirming shelter from the soul-destroying storm.”

Watch the album performance of “Why Does Love Got To Be So Sad?” — which builds to a climax

amidst cyclonic, concurrent solos from Trucks and Anastasio — here:

https://found.ee/TTBWhyDoesLoveVEVO

The performance of Layla came as a complete surprise to fans lucky enough to be in attendance at

LOCKN' that evening. Initially billed only as “Tedeschi Trucks Band featuring Trey Anastasio,” the

artists made no mention of the set of music they diligently rehearsed and planned ahead of time. But

the links between the band and the album are deeply woven into the fabric of their existence.

Propelled by two of the twentieth century’s greatest guitarists, Eric Clapton and Duane Allman, Layla

https://found.ee/TTBWhyDoesLoveVEVO
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and Other Assorted Love Songs was serendipitously released on November 9,1970, the very day of

Susan Tedeschi’s birth. Later, Chris and Debbie Trucks were such fans of the album that they were

inspired to name their firstborn son Derek. Decades later, Trucks would enjoy a fifteen-year tenure as

a member of The Allman Brothers Band, and tour extensively with Clapton. Such is the depth of

connection between the music and the performers that this album feels almost preordained.

“By the time that I started playing guitar, the sound of Duane Allman’s slide was almost an

obsession,” says Derek Trucks about Layla. “His playing on Layla is still one of the high-water marks

for me. The spirit, the joy, the recklessness, and the inevitability of it. My dad would play that record

for me and my brother to fall asleep to and further sear it into my DNA.”

These cosmic coincidences all align on Layla Revisited as Tedeschi Trucks Band give fans an

invigorated, inventive take on beloved classics from “I Looked Away” and “Bell Bottom Blues,” to the

album’s iconic title track. For the live festival concert the band ended with “Layla” and decided to play

the original version of the album closer over the PA system as walk-out music.  To complete this

release Layla Revisited concludes with a history-making moment of its own, as Derek and Susan

deliver a studio version of “Thorn Tree In The Garden,” for the first time ever as a duo with no

additional accompaniment.

Pre-order Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN') here: https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited

Inspired by the creative chemistry of The Fireside Sessions, the intimate at-home performance series

on nugs.net, Tedeschi Trucks are gearing up to hit the road for some limited capacity shows as part

of their Fireside LIVE tour. The shows will be the first fully live public performances for the ensemble

since February 2020, and come on the heels of the recent postponement of their annual summer

Wheels of Soul Tour to next year (2022). As circumstances currently prevent the 12-piece ensemble

from touring safely, the group returns in a new form, billed as Tedeschi Trucks as a nod to their band

members back at home. With 4-8 band members slated to appear at socially-distant,
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limited-capacity venues, these special shows are long-awaited by band and fans alike. Venues will

include a mix of small or reduced-capacity outdoor amphitheaters, drive-ins, and pod set-ups, all of

which are COVID-19 compliant and will take precautions to ensure the safety of fans, staff, band and

crew. Full dates are below.



Tedeschi Trucks Band Featuring Trey Anastasio Share

“Nobody Knows You When You’re Down And Out”

Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN’) Out July 16 On Fantasy Records
WATCH THE LIVE PERFORMANCE OF “NOBODY KNOWS YOU WHEN YOU’RE DOWN AND OUT”:

https://found.ee/TTBNobodyKnowsVEVO

FIRESIDE LIVE TOUR KICKS OFF JUNE 11, NEW DATES ADDED

Today, Tedeschi Trucks Band featuring Trey Anastasio share a smoldering live performance of the

Derek & The Dominoes classic “Nobody Knows Your When You’re Down And Out.” With masterful

solos from Derek Trucks, invaluable TTB collaborator Doyle Bramhall II, and Trey Anastasio — not to

mention a smoky, passionate vocal from Susan Tedeschi — the track is exemplary of the fiery

chemistry and intoxicating musicianship on display on Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN'), the new TTB

live album out July 16 on Fantasy Records.

Watch the album performance of “Nobody Knows Your When You’re Down And Out”

here:https://found.ee/TTBNobodyKnowsVEVO

Recorded on August 24, 2019 at the LOCKN' Festival in Arrington, VA, Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN')

captures an enthralling surprise performance that finds the Tedeschi Trucks Band — with Anastasio

and Bramhall in tow — paying tribute to Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs, the 1970 masterpiece

that finds legendary guitarists Eric Clapton and Duane Allman in unparalleled form. The cosmic

connections run deep: the originalwas not only released on the day of Susan Tedeschi’s birth, it

inspired Chris and Debbie Trucks to name their firstborn son Derek. Decades later, Derek Trucks

would enjoy a fifteen-year tenure as a member of The Allman Brothers Band, and tour extensively
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with Clapton. The resulting album is pure kismet: A lively, adventurous interpretation of one of the

20th century’s most singular rock & roll recordings.

Pre-order Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN') here: https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited

Tedeschi Trucks Band are gearing up to hit the road for some limited capacity shows as part of their

Fireside LIVE tour. The shows will be the first fully live public performances for the ensemble since

February 2020, and come on the heels of the recent postponement of their annual summer Wheels

of Soul Tour to next year (2022). Venues will include a mix of small or reduced-capacity outdoor

amphitheaters, drive-ins, and pod set-ups, all of which are COVID-19 compliant and will take

precautions to ensure the safety of fans, staff, band and crew.

https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited


Tedeschi Trucks Band Announces 2021 Beacon

Theatre Residency In NYC

7 Shows Between September 30 And October 9 Will All Be Full Capacity

Live Performance Of “Little Wing” Available Today, Listen Here: https://Found.Ee/Ttblittlewing

Layla Revisited (Live At Lockn’) By Tedeschi Trucks Band Featuring Trey Anastasio Out July 16 On

Fantasy Records

Today, Tedeschi Trucks Band announces the return of their Beacon Theatre residency. Proudly

proclaiming, "We're Back," these will be some of the first performances featuring the full, reunited

12-piece band since February of 2020. The shows will be presented by Live Nation and will take

place on September 30, October 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 9. Tickets for all seven shows will go on sale on

Friday, June 18 at 10:00AM EST.

Since their first performance at The Beacon in 2011, Tedeschi Trucks Band have played 39 sold-out

shows at the legendary theatre. These Beacon Theatre residencies offer the multi-talented, Grammy

Award-winning group an opportunity to explore an especially large range of musical territory, often

exceeding 100 different songs across the run. Guest sit-ins in the past have made these shows extra

special.

The 2021 edition will additionally feature support acts Nels Cline: Consentrik Quartet on September

30, Anders Osborn on October 5 and Jorma Kaukonen on October 6. All other shows will feature two

full sets by Tedeschi Trucks Band.

Ticket link: https://www.tedeschitrucksband.com/tour

https://found.ee/TTBLittleWing
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Ahead of the July 16 release of Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN'), the new live album featuring Trey

Anastasio, Tedeschi Trucks Band also shared their performance of “Little Wing.” What was initially a

tribute to a recently departed Jimi Hendrix becomes, in the hands of TTB, one to both Hendrix and

Duane Allman. It’s a blues rock symphony that finds Derek Trucks, Trey Anastasio, and Doyle

Bramhall II standing on the shoulders of giants, finding new seams in a singular composition.

Listen to “Little Wing” here: https://found.ee/TTBLittleWing

Recorded on August 24, 2019 at the LOCKN' Festival in Arrington, VA, Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN')

captures an enthralling surprise performance that finds the Tedeschi Trucks Band — alongside

Anastasio and Bramhall II — paying tribute to Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs. The cosmic

connections to Eric Clapton and Duane Allman’s 1970 masterpiece run deep: the original was not

only released on the day of Susan Tedeschi’s birth, it inspired Chris and Debbie Trucks to name their

firstborn son Derek. Decades later, Derek Trucks would enjoy a fifteen-year tenure as a member of

The Allman Brothers Band, and tour extensively with Clapton. The resulting album is pure kismet: A

lively, adventurous interpretation of one of the 20th century’s most singular rock & roll recordings.

Pre-order Layla Revisited (Live At LOCKN') here:

https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited

This Friday, June 11, Tedeschi Trucks commence their Fireside Live tour, a series of small ensemble,

limited-capacity shows inspired by their mid-pandemic Fireside livestreams. The shows will be the

first fully live public performances for the group since February 2020, and come on the heels of the

recent postponement of their annual summer Wheels of Soul Tour to next year (2022). Venues will

include a mix of small or reduced-capacity outdoor amphitheaters, drive-ins, and pod set-ups, all of

which are COVID-19 compliant and will take precautions to ensure the safety of fans, staff, band and

crew. From the Beacon Theatre dates onward, the full 12-piece Tedeschi Trucks Band will be back on

the road for select dates playing to full capacity audiences. Full dates below.

https://found.ee/TTBLittleWing
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Tedeschi Trucks Band Featuring Trey Anastasio Layla

Revisited (Live At LOCKN’) Out Today On Fantasy

Records

LISTEN TO THE SMOLDERING REIMAGINATION OF AN ICONIC ALBUM HERE

Band To Showcase 3 Layla Tracks From Fireside Live Tour Performance On CBS Saturday, July 17th

Derek Trucks Talks "Transfixing" New Album And Whirlwind Career Over At Stereogum, Read HERE

Today, the Grammy Award-winning Tedeschi Trucks Band release their historic, one-off live

recording of the seminal Derek and the Dominos album Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs,

performed in its entirety at LOCKN’ Festival in August 2019 alongside special guest, Trey Anastasio,

and longtime collaborator, guitarist Doyle Bramhall II. Blazing with nonstop guitar riffs and

Tedeschi’s searing and soulful vocals, the 14-piece ensemble’s reimagination of Duane Allman and

Eric Clapton’s landmark release is a reminder of TTB’s live show genius and unparalleled musical

alchemy.

Layla Revisited captures an unforgettable live experience by one of the few bands capable of taking

on such seminal works, take a moment to listen here:https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited

While “Tell The Truth” pays “pristine homage to the ragged boogie of the original”(Rolling Stone),

tracks like “Key To The Highway” and “Layla” showcase Trucks’ “world-beating slide skills” (Guitar

World) as he masterfully goes lick for lick with Anastasio and Bramhall II, every solo soaring to

electrifying heights.

Watch the performance of the iconic title track here:https://found.ee/TTBLaylaVEVO

https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited
https://www.stereogum.com/2154118/derek-trucks-eric-clapton-allman-brothers/interviews/weve-got-a-file-on-you/
https://found.ee/TTBLaylaRevisited
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/tedeschi-trucks-band-trey-anastasio-derek-and-the-dominos-tell-the-truth-1191678/
https://www.guitarworld.com/news/tedeschi-trucks-band-tell-the-truth
https://www.guitarworld.com/news/tedeschi-trucks-band-tell-the-truth
https://found.ee/TTBLaylaVEVO


Released on November 9th, 1970 — Susan Tedeschi’s birth date — Derek & The Dominos Layla and

Other Assorted Love Songs immortalized Allman and Clapton’s fiery musical chemistry and slide

guitar prowess in a record so timeless, it inspired Chris and Debbie Trucks to name their son Derek

some years later. Derek Trucks would go on to join The Allman Brothers Band and join Clapton’s

band for a yearlong worldwide tour, further searing Layla’s spirit into his musical DNA. So deep is the

connection between the music and its performers that the release feels almost preordained.

“By the time that I started playing guitar, the sound of Duane Allman’s slide [on Layla] was almost an

obsession,” says Derek. “The spirit, the joy, the recklessness, and the inevitability of the record finds a

way to pull you back in. And of course, being a part of their history was the honor of a lifetime.”

To complete this momentous release, Layla Revisited concludes with a history-making addition of its

own: for the first time ever as a duo, Derek and Susan deliver an intimate, stripped-down studio

version of “Thorn Tree In The Garden” with no additional accompaniment. Listen to the delicately

sung remake HERE.

This Saturday, July 17th, CBS This Morning Saturday will feature a ripping performance of 3 of the

tracks from Layla Revisited. Check your local listings.

Tedeschi Trucks Band are currently on tour, full dates below.

https://open.spotify.com/track/2sVNkuPNU24nUirkZsp7Ak?si=8566b0636f60439a


Tedeschi Trucks Band Goes #1 On Billboard Blues

Chart

LIVE COVER ALBUM LAYLA REVISITED HITS #1 BLUES ALBUMS, #2 AMERICANA / FOLK ALBUMS,

#4 TOP CURRENT ALBUMS AND #4 CURRENT ROCK ALBUMS

WATCH THE LIVE PERFORMANCE OF “WHY DOES LOVE GOT TO BE SO SAD?”:

https://found.ee/TTBWhyDoesLoveVEVO

FIRESIDE LIVE TOUR KICKS OFF JUNE 11, FULL DATES BELOW

Layla Revisited (Live at LOCKN’), Tedeschi Trucks Band’s smouldering remake of Derek & The

Dominoes seminal Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs has launched the group to the top of the

Billboard charts, including: #1 Blues Albums, #2 Americana/Folk Albums, #4 Top Current Albums,

#4 Current Rock Albums, and #47 on the Billboard Top 200. It’s a tribute to the inimitable chemistry

on display in the recording of the “now-legendary” (Relix) set from LOCK’N 2019 that features Phish’s

Trey Anastasio and longtime TTB collaborator Doyle Bramhall II.

Tedeschi Trucks Band recently performed on CBS This Morning Saturday, watch their performance

of “Why Does Love Got To Be So Sad?” HERE.

Layla Revisited captures an unforgettable live experience by one of the few bands capable of taking

on such seminal works, take a moment to listen HERE.

Derek Trucks recently sat down with Stereogum to discuss crossing paths with Eric Clapton, Hans

Zimmer, Bob Dylan, and Herbie Hancock. Read HERE.

Tedeschi Trucks Band are currently on tour, full dates below.

https://found.ee/TTBWhyDoesLoveVEVO
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